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Gestalt theory emphasizes: [Question ID = 13319]

1.    A stream of thought [Option ID = 23274]
2.    Tendency to see a pattern as a unified whole [Option ID = 23276]
3.   Environmental stimuli [Option ID = 23275]
4.     A flow of consciousness [Option ID = 23273]

Correct Answer :-
    A flow of consciousness [Option ID = 23273]

Which of the following developmental theories highlights the role of reinforcement
and punishment?

[Question ID = 13296]

1.    Behavioural theory [Option ID = 23183]
2.     Cognitive developmental theory. [Option ID = 23181]
3.     Psychoanalytic theory [Option ID = 23184]
4. Ecological systems theory [Option ID = 23182]

Correct Answer :-
    Cognitive developmental theory. [Option ID = 23181]

In a class , a teacher reinforces a desired behaviour by smiling and discourages undesirable
behaviour by ignoring it or scolding. They are using: [Question ID = 13343]

1.   Disciplining [Option ID = 23370]
2.     Classical conditioning [Option ID = 23371]
3. Social modelling [Option ID = 23369]
4. Operant conditioning [Option ID = 23372]

Correct Answer :-
Social modelling [Option ID = 23369]

Marxist feminist attempt to explain how
i. Gender relations operate in a society.
ii. Gender relations are not important.
iii. Gender relations are connected with processes of production and reproduction.
iv. Gender relations are crucial for success.
Codes: [Question ID = 13358]

1. i, iii [Option ID = 23429]
2. ii, iv [Option ID = 23432]
3. i, ii [Option ID = 23431]
4. i, iv [Option ID = 23430]
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Correct Answer :-
i, iii [Option ID = 23429]

Government of India’s Mission Indradhanush aims to provide: [Question ID = 13299]

1. Education of rural girls [Option ID = 23196]
2. Child protection [Option ID = 23193]
3. Health care for the elderly [Option ID = 23194]
4. Immunisation of infants [Option ID = 23195]

Correct Answer :-
Child protection [Option ID = 23193]

Education for ‘emotional literacy’ refers to: [Question ID = 13324]

1. Teaching adolescents about the management of emotions [Option ID = 23293]
2. Teaching them to become self-aware [Option ID = 23294]
3.   Helping them to develop empathy for others’ feelings [Option ID = 23295]
4. All of the above [Option ID = 23296]

Correct Answer :-
Teaching adolescents about the management of emotions [Option ID = 23293]

Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological model represents: [Question ID = 13292]

1. The study of society [Option ID = 23166]
2. The study of the environment [Option ID = 23165]
3.   The study of culture [Option ID = 23168]
4. An interaction among person and context [Option ID = 23167]

Correct Answer :-
The study of the environment [Option ID = 23165]

Which among the following are examples of self-conscious emotions?
i. Guilt
ii. Shame 
iii. Embarrassment
iv. Happiness
Codes [Question ID = 13365]

1. i, ii, iii [Option ID = 23460]
2.   ii, iii, iv [Option ID = 23459]
3.   i, iii, iv [Option ID = 23457]
4.    i,ii,iv [Option ID = 23458]

Correct Answer :-
  i, iii, iv [Option ID = 23457]

Which among the following types of play as identified by Parten are categorized as non-social
activity?
i. associative play
ii. onlooker behavior
iii. parallel play
iv. solitary play
Codes [Question ID = 13368]
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1.   iii, iv [Option ID = 23470]
2.   i, iv [Option ID = 23469]
3.   ii, iv [Option ID = 23471]
4.   i, iii [Option ID = 23472]

Correct Answer :-
  i, iv [Option ID = 23469]

Which among the following are milestones of sexual maturation in adolescent boys?
i. Enlargement of the testes
ii. Menarche
iii. Spermarche
iv. Deepening of voice
Codes [Question ID = 13370]

1. i, ii, iii [Option ID = 23480]
2. ii, iii, iv [Option ID = 23479]
3.   i, iii, iv [Option ID = 23478]
4.   i, ii, iv [Option ID = 23477]

Correct Answer :-
  i, ii, iv [Option ID = 23477]

The chief barriers to girls’ education in India are:
i. Shortage of female teachers.
ii. Inadequate school facilities.
iii. Gender bias in school curriculum.
iv. Inadequate English schools.
Codes: [Question ID = 13356]

1. i, iii and iv [Option ID = 23424]
2. i, ii, iii [Option ID = 23422]
3. i, ii, iv [Option ID = 23421]
4. ii, iii, iv [Option ID = 23423]

Correct Answer :-
i, ii, iv [Option ID = 23421]

Which founder of sociology believed societies changed due to class struggle? [Question ID =
13312]

1. Emile Comte [Option ID = 23245]
2.   Karl Marx [Option ID = 23246]
3. Plato [Option ID = 23247]
4. Herbert Spencer [Option ID = 23248]

Correct Answer :-
Emile Comte [Option ID = 23245]

The Crèche Scheme introduced by the Ministry of Women and Child Development for the
children of working mothers in 2006 is. [Question ID = 13316]

1. Shishu Vikas Creche Scheme [Option ID = 23263]
2. Indira Gandhi National Creche Scheme [Option ID = 23262]
3. Jawahar National Creche Scheme [Option ID = 23264]
4. Rajiv Gandhi National Creche Scheme [Option ID = 23261]
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Correct Answer :-
Rajiv Gandhi National Creche Scheme [Option ID = 23261]

The psychosocial moratorium refers to: [Question ID = 13325]

1. Trying out different aspects of identity without commitment [Option ID = 23298]
2.     Wasting time without doing much [Option ID = 23299]
3.    Achieving a sense of identity [Option ID = 23297]
4.    Perceptions about self [Option ID = 23300]

Correct Answer :-
   Achieving a sense of identity [Option ID = 23297]

Teratogens are those agents which: [Question ID = 13294]

1. Have no effect on development [Option ID = 23176]
2. Support development [Option ID = 23174]
3. Improve development [Option ID = 23175]
4. Adversely affect development [Option ID = 23173]

Correct Answer :-
Adversely affect development [Option ID = 23173]

In a longitudinal research design: [Question ID = 13298]

1.   A sample of different age groups are selected [Option ID = 23192]
2.   Several age groups are studied simultaneously [Option ID = 23189]
3. Language development is studied over time [Option ID = 23191]
4. The sample follows the same subjects repeatedly over a period of time [Option ID = 23190]

Correct Answer :-
  Several age groups are studied simultaneously [Option ID = 23189]

From the study of life span development you:
i. Can gain insight into your own life as a child, adolescent, and young adult.
ii. Will learn about life through the adult years—middle age, and old age.
iii. Are able to plan healthy nutrition in each stage
iv. Are enabled to be a sensitive parent or a teacher some day.
Codes: [Question ID = 13361]

1. i, ii, iii [Option ID = 23444]
2. i, iii, iv [Option ID = 23443]
3. ii, iii, iv [Option ID = 23442]
4. i , ii, iv [Option ID = 23441]

Correct Answer :-
i , ii, iv [Option ID = 23441]

The system by which groups of people are ranked in a society on the basis of power and
economic wealth is known as: [Question ID = 13308]

1.   Prestige [Option ID = 23230]
2.    Status [Option ID = 23229]
3.   Stratification [Option ID = 23232]
4. Social mobility [Option ID = 23231]
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Correct Answer :-
   Status [Option ID = 23229]

Development refers to:

[Question ID = 13290]

1. Growth from infancy to adolescence [Option ID = 23159]
2. None of the above [Option ID = 23160]
3. The rapid growth in early years [Option ID = 23158]
4. The process by which an organism grows and changes through its lifespan [Option ID = 23157]

Correct Answer :-
The process by which an organism grows and changes through its lifespan [Option ID = 23157]

The Government of India’s “Annapurna” Scheme is a scheme meant for: [Question ID =
13307]

1. Women entrepreneurs [Option ID = 23225]
2. Senior citizens [Option ID = 23226]
3. Drought relief to villagers [Option ID = 23228]
4. Farmers [Option ID = 23227]

Correct Answer :-
Women entrepreneurs [Option ID = 23225]

According to Piaget, during infancy the ability to think involves:

[Question ID = 13336]

1.     Rely on deductive reasoning [Option ID = 23341]
2.    Rely on verbal mediation skills. [Option ID = 23344]
3.     Makes use of a number of sensorimotor mechanisms [Option ID = 23342]
4. Copying movements that have never been seen [Option ID = 23343]

Correct Answer :-
    Rely on deductive reasoning [Option ID = 23341]

According to Erikson, the challenge during the stage Industry vs. Inferiority, children have
the need to:

[Question ID = 13334]

1.    Avoid mistrust [Option ID = 23336]
2.   Establish oneself as a competent worker [Option ID = 23333]
3.   Become attached to family [Option ID = 23335]
4. Prepare for working in industry [Option ID = 23334]

Correct Answer :-
  Establish oneself as a competent worker [Option ID = 23333]

Functionalist perspective refers to a sociological approach that emphasizes [Question ID =
13327]
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1. The way in which the parts of a society are structured to maintain its stability [Option ID = 23306]
2.   Functions of everyday interactions [Option ID = 23308]
3. A model to understand functions of society. [Option ID = 23307]
4. Inequity in gender as central to all behavior and organization [Option ID = 23305]

Correct Answer :-
Inequity in gender as central to all behavior and organization [Option ID = 23305]

Sociologists study: [Question ID = 13318]

1.    Social forces that influence people [Option ID = 23271]
2.     Social groups [Option ID = 23270]
3.   All aspects of society and social interactions [Option ID = 23269]
4. All of the above [Option ID = 23272]

Correct Answer :-
  All aspects of society and social interactions [Option ID = 23269]

The process of developing a sense of identity during adolescence as highlighted by Marcia
comprises:
i. Identity repression
ii. Identity foreclosure.
iii. Moratorium.
iv. Identity achievement
Codes [Question ID = 13363]

1. i, ii, iv [Option ID = 23452]
2. i, iii, iv [Option ID = 23451]
3. ii, iii, iv [Option ID = 23450]
4. i , ii, iii [Option ID = 23449]

Correct Answer :-
i , ii, iii [Option ID = 23449]

The APGAR scale rates all of the following except: [Question ID = 13341]

1. Muscle tone [Option ID = 23363]
2. Visual acuity [Option ID = 23361]
3. Heart rate [Option ID = 23362]
4. Colour [Option ID = 23364]

Correct Answer :-
Visual acuity [Option ID = 23361]

The two best methods of collecting in depth data for a research involving a small rural
community are:
i. Interview 
ii. Participant observation
iii. Questionnaire
iv. Checklist
Codes [Question ID = 13373]

1.     ii ,iii [Option ID = 23492]
2.   i,iii [Option ID = 23489]
3.   i,ii [Option ID = 23491]
4.   ii ,iv [Option ID = 23490]
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Correct Answer :-
  i,iii [Option ID = 23489]

A bodily cycle that occurs in a 24-hour period is called: [Question ID = 13344]

1.   Jet lag [Option ID = 23375]
2.   A circadian rhythm [Option ID = 23373]
3. A biological rhythm [Option ID = 23374]
4.   A dynamic rhythm [Option ID = 23376]

Correct Answer :-
  A circadian rhythm [Option ID = 23373]

Prosocial behaviour is best defined as: [Question ID = 13311]

1.    Joining social media [Option ID = 23244]
2.   An action involving benefit to self [Option ID = 23241]
3.    Living up to social norms [Option ID = 23243]
4.   Any helpful action benefiting others [Option ID = 23242]

Correct Answer :-
  An action involving benefit to self [Option ID = 23241]

For the optimal development of infants under ten months, parents could provide: [Question
ID = 13352]

1.   Picture books [Option ID = 23407]
2. All of the above [Option ID = 23408]
3. Colourful mobiles [Option ID = 23405]
4. Soft toys [Option ID = 23406]

Correct Answer :-
Colourful mobiles [Option ID = 23405]

Pragmatics is the child’s knowledge about: [Question ID = 13326]

1. Use of language in different contexts [Option ID = 23303]
2.   Theory of language [Option ID = 23302]
3.   Grammar [Option ID = 23301]
4.   Morphemes [Option ID = 23304]

Correct Answer :-
  Grammar [Option ID = 23301]

Among the following psychological test, which ones are projective tests?
i. Thematic Apperception Test
ii. Rorschach Inkblot Test
iii. Raven’s Progressive Matrices
iv. Children’s Apperception Test
Codes [Question ID = 13355]

1.   i,ii, iv. [Option ID = 23420]
2.   ii, iii, iv [Option ID = 23417]
3.   i, ii, iii [Option ID = 23418]
4.   i, iii, iv [Option ID = 23419]
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Correct Answer :-
  ii, iii, iv [Option ID = 23417]

A researcher makes a detailed note of everything that people do and say and how they
interact. She is using the: [Question ID = 13348]

1. Cases study method [Option ID = 23389]
2.   Event sampling [Option ID = 23392]
3. Unstructured observation [Option ID = 23391]
4. Participant observation method [Option ID = 23390]

Correct Answer :-
Cases study method [Option ID = 23389]

Hunters who wear camouflage so that they can blend in with their surroundings are relying
on which principle of perception? [Question ID = 13340]

1. Figure–ground relationships [Option ID = 23358]
2. Expectancy [Option ID = 23359]
3. Shape constancy [Option ID = 23357]
4.   Depth perception [Option ID = 23360]

Correct Answer :-
Shape constancy [Option ID = 23357]

The (NRHM) stands for: [Question ID = 13329]

1. National Rural Hepatitis B Mission [Option ID = 23316]
2. National Rural Hygiene Mission [Option ID = 23315]
3. National Rural Housing Mission [Option ID = 23314]
4. National Rural Health Mission [Option ID = 23313]

Correct Answer :-
National Rural Health Mission [Option ID = 23313]

Authoritarian parents: [Question ID = 13305]

1.   Allow children to have their way [Option ID = 23220]
2.   Let children do decision making [Option ID = 23217]
3.   Have strict ideas about discipline and behaviour that are not open to discussion [Option ID = 23218]
4. Have relaxed ideas about behaviour and discipline [Option ID = 23219]

Correct Answer :-
  Let children do decision making [Option ID = 23217]

Two matched groups of pregnant women were identified. One of these groups was given the
supplement while the other was not. Later the health of the women in the two groups was
compared. The type of research design was a: [Question ID = 13330]

1. Longitudinal research design [Option ID = 23318]
2. Descriptive design [Option ID = 23317]
3.   Case study design [Option ID = 23320]
4. Experimental design [Option ID = 23319]

Correct Answer :-
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Descriptive design [Option ID = 23317]

Minority rights are important in a [Question ID = 13354]

1. Culture specific state [Option ID = 23416]
2. Multicultural state [Option ID = 23415]
3. Unilateral state [Option ID = 23413]
4. Bilateral state [Option ID = 23414]

Correct Answer :-
Unilateral state [Option ID = 23413]

In which type of sampling technique does a participant of the study helps in identifying
other participants of the study? [Question ID = 13322]

1.   Simple random sampling [Option ID = 23285]
2. Convenience sampling [Option ID = 23288]
3. Quota sampling [Option ID = 23287]
4. Snowball sampling [Option ID = 23286]

Correct Answer :-
  Simple random sampling [Option ID = 23285]

Children’s thoughts and actions about the difference between right and wrong develop
when:

[Question ID = 13323]

1.    Family’s discuss what is right/wrong and why [Option ID = 23290]
2.    Parents praise children for good behaviour [Option ID = 23291]
3.   All of the above [Option ID = 23292]
4. Parents scold children when they break a rule or do something wrong [Option ID = 23289]

Correct Answer :-
Parents scold children when they break a rule or do something wrong [Option ID = 23289]

A negative attitude toward an entire category of people is known as: [Question ID = 13293]

1.    Racism [Option ID = 23170]
2.   Stigma [Option ID = 23169]
3.     Exploitation [Option ID = 23171]
4.    Discrimination [Option ID = 23172]

Correct Answer :-
  Stigma [Option ID = 23169]

When individuals want others to see them as a good person and feel pressure to conform to
stereotypes, they are reasoning in the: [Question ID = 13337]

1.   Stage of moral realism [Option ID = 23348]
2.   Conventional stage [Option ID = 23346]
3.   Pre-conventional stage [Option ID = 23345]
4.    Post-conventional stage [Option ID = 23347]

Correct Answer :-
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  Pre-conventional stage [Option ID = 23345]

‘Parallel play’ is when children: [Question ID = 13313]

1.   Interact together at an activity, doing similar things [Option ID = 23249]
2.   Interact together in many different ways [Option ID = 23251]
3.    Play near each other with the same materials, but do not interact much [Option ID = 23250]
4.    All of the above [Option ID = 23252]

Correct Answer :-
  Interact together at an activity, doing similar things [Option ID = 23249]

The concept of gender can be defined by
1. Individual’s chromosomes
2. Social roles adopted by individuals
3. Social expectation of how men and women should behave
4. Learned behavior by observing and imitating others
Codes [Question ID = 13369]

1.   ii, iii, iv [Option ID = 23475]
2.   i, iii, iv [Option ID = 23476]
3.   i, ii, iii, [Option ID = 23474]
4.   i, ii, iv [Option ID = 23473]

Correct Answer :-
  i, ii, iv [Option ID = 23473]

When opening a door, the actual image on your retina changes drastically, but you still
perceive the door as a rectangle. This is an example of: [Question ID = 13349]

1. Shape constancy [Option ID = 23395]
2. Size constancy [Option ID = 23393]
3. Color constancy [Option ID = 23394]
4.   Brightness constancy [Option ID = 23396]

Correct Answer :-
Size constancy [Option ID = 23393]

  A kinship system that traces descent through the relatives of the mother is [Question ID =
13295]

1.     Bilineal [Option ID = 23177]
2.    Patrilineal [Option ID = 23180]
3.      Trilineal [Option ID = 23179]
4.      Matrilineal [Option ID = 23178]

Correct Answer :-
    Bilineal [Option ID = 23177]

Human development is guided by principles such as:
i. Development is an epigenetic process 
ii. New and different ways of interpreting and responding to the world emerge at different time
periods
iii. Environmental factors do not shape development
iv. Both biology and nurture influence development 
Codes [Question ID = 13364]
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1. i, ii, iv [Option ID = 23455]
2. i, iii, iv [Option ID = 23456]
3. ii, iii, iv [Option ID = 23454]
4. i , ii, iii [Option ID = 23453]

Correct Answer :-
i , ii, iii [Option ID = 23453]

In the two lists given below, List I provides names of national laws and policies while List II
indicates their year. Match the two lists and choose the correct answer from the code given
below
List I                                                                                             List II
(a) Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act                                        i.2012
(b) POCSO                                                                                   ii. 2016
c) Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act.                  iii. 1986
(d) The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act.      iv. 2015
                                                                                                   v. 2009
Codes

[Question ID = 13388]

1.  a-  (ii)         b- (i)       c- (iv)      d-  (v) [Option ID = 23551]
2. a- (iii)        b- (v)       c- (ii)     d-  (i) [Option ID = 23550]
3. a- (iv)      b- (v)        c- (ii)       d-(iii) [Option ID = 23552]
4. a-(ii)         b-(v)       c- (i)       d-(iii) [Option ID = 23549]

Correct Answer :-
a-(ii)         b-(v)       c- (i)       d-(iii) [Option ID = 23549]

In the two lists given below, List I provides the names of theorists, while List II indicates
their main subjects for research work associated with them. Match the two lists and choose the
correct answer from the code given below.
      List-I                          List II
(a) Piaget      (i)case study of his son’s development
(b) Freud      (ii) case studies of his three children
(c) Darwin    (iii) measuring children’s intelligence
(d) Binet      (iv) survey of emotions
                   (v) case studies of his patients
Codes

[Question ID = 13383]

1.   a-(ii)    b- (v)       c-(i)     d- (iii) [Option ID = 23529]
2.  a- (i)      b- (iii)      c- (ii)      d- (v) [Option ID = 23531]
3. a- (ii)      b- (iii)     c- (iv)     d- (v) [Option ID = 23530]
4. a- (iv)      b- (v)      c- (ii)    d- (i) [Option ID = 23532]

Correct Answer :-
  a-(ii)    b- (v)       c-(i)     d- (iii) [Option ID = 23529]

In the two lists given below, List I provides a term or a concept while List II indicates their
features. Match the two lists and choose the correct answer from the code given below
List I                                                              List II

(a) Shared family environment      i.Assume innate, genetically-determined knowledge
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(b) Sensorimotor                         ii. the in-depth study of a culture or a facet of a culture

(c) Ethnography                          iii.Home environment common to all siblings

(d) Nativist approach                   iv.Infant cognitive development

                                                  v. Considers many sources of data

Codes

[Question ID = 13384]

1. a-(ii)         b-(v)        c-(i)      d- (iii) [Option ID = 23533]
2. a-(iii)        b-(iv)       c-(ii)      d- (i) [Option ID = 23534]
3. a-(iv)      b- (v)        c-(ii)        d-(i) [Option ID = 23536]
4. a-(i)         b-(iii)      c- (ii)        d-(v) [Option ID = 23535]

Correct Answer :-
a-(ii)         b-(v)        c-(i)      d- (iii) [Option ID = 23533]

In the two lists given below, List I provides a concept while List II indicates their meaning.
Match the two lists and choose the correct answer from the code given below
List I                                                   List II
(a) Human Development         i. Study of the process of learning
(b)Normative development      ii. Predetermined unfolding of genetic information.
(c) Maturation                        iii. Increase in size, height, length and weight
(d) Growth                             iv. Changes over a life course
                                             v. Typical developments
Codes

[Question ID = 13386]

1. a-(ii)        b- (v)        c-(i)       d-(iii) [Option ID = 23541]
2. a-(ii)         b-(v)       c-(iv)       d-(i) [Option ID = 23543]
3. a-(iii)        b-(v)      c- (ii)      d- (i) [Option ID = 23542]
4. a-(iv)       b-(v)        c-(ii)        d-(iii) [Option ID = 23544]

Correct Answer :-
a-(ii)        b- (v)        c-(i)       d-(iii) [Option ID = 23541]

In the two lists given below, List I provides a concept while List II indicates their meaning.
Match the two lists and choose the correct answer from the code given below
List I                                              List II
a. Brainstorming            i. process of finding a single best solution
b. Divergent thinking      ii. Solving problems sequentially
c. Convergent thinking.   iii. Group discussion to produce ideas or solve problems.
(d) Lateral thinking         iv. Solving problems with many possible solutions
                                     v. Solving problems by looking at a situation from a unique perspective
Codes

[Question ID = 13387]

1.  a- (iii)       b-(v)       c-(ii)      d-(i) [Option ID = 23546]
2. a- (ii)        b-(v)       c-(iv)     d-(i) [Option ID = 23547]
3. a-(iii)       b-(iv)      c-(i)      d- (v) [Option ID = 23545]
4. a-(iv)      b- (v)        c-(ii)     d-(iii) [Option ID = 23548]

Correct Answer :-
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a-(iii)       b-(iv)      c-(i)      d- (v) [Option ID = 23545]

In the two lists given below, List I provides a name while List II indicates their main area of
work. Match the two lists and choose the correct answer from the code given below
List I                                  List II
(a) Aruna Roy                i.Focus on education
(b) Kailash Satyarthi      ii. Social activism
(c) Ela Bhatt                 iii. Trade unionist
(d) Malala Yousufzai      iv. Women’s cooperative
                                   v. Child rights
Codes

[Question ID = 13385]

1. a- (ii)        b- (v)        c-(i)      d- (iii) [Option ID = 23537]
2. a- (iii)        b-(v)       c-(ii)       d-(i) [Option ID = 23538]
3. a-(ii)         b-(v)      c- (iv)       d-(i) [Option ID = 23539]
4. a-(iv)       b-(iii)       c- (ii)        d-(i) [Option ID = 23540]

Correct Answer :-
a- (ii)        b- (v)        c-(i)      d- (iii) [Option ID = 23537]

In the two lists given below, List I states different materials while List II indicates activities.
Match the two lists and choose the correct answer from the code given below
List I                                                                               List II
(a) Soft mats and big blocks for rolling & climbing.      i. Rhythm and music
(b) A variety of objects for sorting                             ii. Listening and telling
(c) Old sarees, masks and kitchen set                       iii. Motor development
(d) Story books                                                       iv. Role play
                                                                              v. Classification
Codes

[Question ID = 13389]

1.   a-(iii)       b-(v)        c-(iv)      d-(ii) [Option ID = 23556]
2.   a-(ii)         b-(v)        c-(i)       d-(iii) [Option ID = 23553]
3.   a-(ii)         b-(v)       c-(iv)       d-(i) [Option ID = 23555]
4. a-(iii)        b-(v)       c-(ii)       d-(i) [Option ID = 23554]

Correct Answer :-
  a-(ii)         b-(v)        c-(i)       d-(iii) [Option ID = 23553]

During a critical period: [Question ID = 13345]

1. The rate of growth is rapid [Option ID = 23378]
2. All of the above [Option ID = 23380]
3. Growth could be affected by environmental factors [Option ID = 23379]
4. Growth could be affected by faulty genetic programming [Option ID = 23377]

Correct Answer :-
Growth could be affected by faulty genetic programming [Option ID = 23377]

Following are the early language development features during infancy
i. Repetition of consonant-vowel combination in long strings
ii. Cooing
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iii. Speaking three-word sentences
iv. Using gestures to communicate
Codes [Question ID = 13371]

1.    ii, iii, iv [Option ID = 23481]
2. i, ii, iii [Option ID = 23484]
3.     i, iii, iv [Option ID = 23482]
4.     i, ii, iv [Option ID = 23483]

Correct Answer :-
   ii, iii, iv [Option ID = 23481]

A sociogram refers to: [Question ID = 13315]

1.     A graphic representation of the social structure in a group [Option ID = 23259]
2.    Observational method used with children [Option ID = 23258]
3.    A measurement of similarity in friends [Option ID = 23257]
4.    An assessment of economic status [Option ID = 23260]

Correct Answer :-
   A measurement of similarity in friends [Option ID = 23257]

Assertion: Smoking during pregnancy can lead to low-birth weight and pre-mature delivery.
Reason: The nicotine in tobacco causes constriction and blockage in placenta reducing nutrient
transfer. [Question ID = 13379]

1. Assertion incorrect and reason incorrect  [Option ID = 23516]
2. Assertion incorrect and reason correct [Option ID = 23515]
3. Assertion correct and reason incorrect [Option ID = 23513]
4. Assertion correct and reason correct [Option ID = 23514]

Correct Answer :-
Assertion correct and reason incorrect [Option ID = 23513]

Assertion: Both nature-nurture contribute to development of an individual across the life
span.
Reason: Socio-economic status does not influence the developmental outcomes during
childhood. [Question ID = 13380]

1. Assertion incorrect reason correct [Option ID = 23519]
2. Assertion incorrect and reason incorrect  [Option ID = 23520]
3. Assertion correct and reason incorrect [Option ID = 23517]
4. Assertion correct and reason correct [Option ID = 23518]

Correct Answer :-
Assertion correct and reason incorrect [Option ID = 23517]

Assertion: The Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) Scheme is a flagship
programme of the Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India.
Reason: It provides services to children under 10 years of age and their mothers. [Question ID =
13378]

1. Assertion incorrect and reason incorrect  [Option ID = 23512]
2. Assertion incorrect and reason correct [Option ID = 23511]
3. Assertion correct and reason incorrect [Option ID = 23509]
4. Assertion correct and reason correct [Option ID = 23510]
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Correct Answer :-
Assertion correct and reason incorrect [Option ID = 23509]

Assertion: By four months of age, most infants attain object permanence.
Reason: They look for objects when these disappear from their sight. [Question ID = 13377]

1. Assertion incorrect and reason incorrect  [Option ID = 23508]
2. Assertion incorrect and reason correct [Option ID = 23507]
3. Assertion correct and reason incorrect [Option ID = 23505]
4. Assertion correct and reason correct [Option ID = 23506]

Correct Answer :-
Assertion correct and reason incorrect [Option ID = 23505]

Assertion: Sucking reflex helps in the feeding process of the newborn.
Reason: Some reflexes appear only in specific periods of development [Question ID = 13382]

1. Assertion incorrect reason correct [Option ID = 23527]
2. Assertion incorrect and reason incorrect  [Option ID = 23528]
3. Assertion correct and reason incorrect [Option ID = 23525]
4. Assertion correct and reason correct [Option ID = 23526]

Correct Answer :-
Assertion correct and reason incorrect [Option ID = 23525]

The four main components of language are: [Question ID = 13353]

1. Phonic, Script, Didactic, Dialogue [Option ID = 23410]
2. Phonology, Grammar, Semantics, Pragmatics [Option ID = 23411]
3. Phonemes, Morphemes, Semantics, Vocabulary [Option ID = 23412]
4. Phononemes, Dysmorphene, Syntax, Grammar [Option ID = 23409]

Correct Answer :-
Phononemes, Dysmorphene, Syntax, Grammar [Option ID = 23409]

  During prenatal development, when the groundwork is laid for major organs of the body,it
is called the period of: [Question ID = 13291]

1.    Zygote [Option ID = 23164]
2. Neonate [Option ID = 23163]
3. Fetus [Option ID = 23162]
4.   Embryo [Option ID = 23161]

Correct Answer :-
  Embryo [Option ID = 23161]

The term inter-generational mobility refers to movement into a: [Question ID = 13310]

1. Higher occupational category [Option ID = 23239]
2. Lower occupational category [Option ID = 23240]
3. Different occupational category over a person's lifetime [Option ID = 23237]
4. Change in social status between different generations within the same family [Option ID = 23238]

Correct Answer :-
Different occupational category over a person's lifetime [Option ID = 23237]
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A very low-birth-weight infant weighs: [Question ID = 13301]

1.   Below 1000 gm [Option ID = 23204]
2.   Below 1500 gm [Option ID = 23203]
3. Around 3,000 -- 4,000 gm [Option ID = 23201]
4. Less than 2500 gm at birth [Option ID = 23202]

Correct Answer :-
Around 3,000 -- 4,000 gm [Option ID = 23201]

An awareness of the relationship between an individual and the wider society, both today
and in the past is termed: [Question ID = 13338]

1.     Humanity [Option ID = 23350]
2. Verstehen [Option ID = 23351]
3.     Cultural relativism [Option ID = 23349]
4. Sociological imagination [Option ID = 23352]

Correct Answer :-
    Cultural relativism [Option ID = 23349]

Dizygotic twins: [Question ID = 13303]

1. Are genetically identical [Option ID = 23210]
2.   May be of the same or different sex [Option ID = 23211]
3. None of the above [Option ID = 23212]
4. Come from a single fertilized egg cell [Option ID = 23209]

Correct Answer :-
Come from a single fertilized egg cell [Option ID = 23209]

Assertion: Children learn language at a remarkable rate during early years.
Reason: According to Chomsky, children have an innate capacity to acquire language hardwired
into the brain (LAD).

[Question ID = 13375]

1. Assertion correct and reason correct [Option ID = 23498]
2. Assertion correct and reason incorrect [Option ID = 23497]
3. Assertion incorrect and reason correct [Option ID = 23499]
4. Assertion incorrect and reason incorrect  [Option ID = 23500]

Correct Answer :-
Assertion correct and reason incorrect [Option ID = 23497]

Assertion: Body image is a strong predictor of self-esteem during adolescence
Reason: A positive body image means that adolescents are extremely vulnerable.

[Question ID = 13376]

1. Assertion correct and reason correct [Option ID = 23502]
2. Assertion correct and reason incorrect [Option ID = 23501]
3. Assertion incorrect and reason correct [Option ID = 23503]
4. Assertion incorrect and reason incorrect  [Option ID = 23504]

Correct Answer :-
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Assertion correct and reason incorrect [Option ID = 23501]

Assertion:10-year old Riya chose a red lollypop offered by her teacher even though it looked
quite small.
Reason: According to Piaget’s theory, Riya’s ability to seriate allowed her to make the choice.

[Question ID = 13381]

1. Assertion correct and reason correct [Option ID = 23521]
2. Assertion correct and reason incorrect [Option ID = 23522]
3. Assertion incorrect and reason incorrect  [Option ID = 23524]
4. Assertion incorrect reason correct [Option ID = 23523]

Correct Answer :-
Assertion correct and reason correct [Option ID = 23521]

The purpose of Millennium Development Goals is to
i. Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
ii. Provide child protection
iii. Promote gender equality and empower women
iv. Reduce child mortality
Codes: [Question ID = 13359]

1. i, ii, iii [Option ID = 23435]
2. i, ii, iv [Option ID = 23434]
3. ii, iii, iv [Option ID = 23436]
4. i, iii,iv [Option ID = 23433]

Correct Answer :-
i, iii,iv [Option ID = 23433]

This process involves getting information from the brain such that it can be used. [Question
ID = 13335]

1.    Decoding [Option ID = 23340]
2.      Retrieval [Option ID = 23338]
3.    Encoding [Option ID = 23339]
4. Storage [Option ID = 23337]

Correct Answer :-
Storage [Option ID = 23337]

The colostrum: [Question ID = 13304]

1. Does not contain vitamins [Option ID = 23215]
2. Is first form of milk produced by mother after birth [Option ID = 23213]
3.   Is a kind of vaccine [Option ID = 23216]
4.    Is harmful to baby [Option ID = 23214]

Correct Answer :-
Is first form of milk produced by mother after birth [Option ID = 23213]

The infant’s first motor skill is: [Question ID = 13332]

1.   Mouth control [Option ID = 23328]
2. Thumb control [Option ID = 23327]
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3.    Tongue control [Option ID = 23325]
4.   Head control [Option ID = 23326]

Correct Answer :-
   Tongue control [Option ID = 23325]

Attachment is usually formed with: [Question ID = 13309]

1. None of the above [Option ID = 23236]
2. One person only [Option ID = 23233]
3. Someone who is interactive and caring [Option ID = 23235]
4.   The person who feeds the child [Option ID = 23234]

Correct Answer :-
One person only [Option ID = 23233]

Street children in India face neglect as: [Question ID = 13297]

1.    They are not specifically addressed in most policies. [Option ID = 23185]
2.   Problems faced by them are ‘multi-dimensional’ and complex. [Option ID = 23186]
3.     There is very little data on them [Option ID = 23187]
4. All of the above [Option ID = 23188]

Correct Answer :-
   They are not specifically addressed in most policies. [Option ID = 23185]

Socialisation for gender means: [Question ID = 13302]

1. Bringing up girls and boys as equal [Option ID = 23205]
2. Teaching girls and boys to be friendly. [Option ID = 23207]
3. Teaching boys to respect girls [Option ID = 23206]
4. Training boys and girls in roles prescribed by society for them [Option ID = 23208]

Correct Answer :-
Bringing up girls and boys as equal [Option ID = 23205]

Blind babies: [Question ID = 13347]

1.   Make no attempt to grasp since they have no vision to guide them [Option ID = 23385]
2.   Make no attempt to grasp since they can’t use the eye-hand coordination to direct the grasp [Option ID =

23386]
3.    Attempt to reach and grasp in response to environmental sounds [Option ID = 23387]
4. Attempt to reach and grasp in response to temperature differences in stimuli [Option ID = 23388]

Correct Answer :-
  Make no attempt to grasp since they have no vision to guide them [Option ID = 23385]

Choose the correct expansion of UNIFEM: [Question ID = 13331]

1. United Nations Development Fund for Women [Option ID = 23321]
2. United Nations Development Fund for Education of Women [Option ID = 23324]
3.    United Nations International Fund for Education of Women [Option ID = 23323]
4.    United Nations International Fund for Women [Option ID = 23322]

Correct Answer :-
United Nations Development Fund for Women [Option ID = 23321]
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The part of the neuron that carry messages out to other neurons is the: [Question ID =
13346]

1. Axon. [Option ID = 23382]
2. Dendrite [Option ID = 23381]
3. Glia. [Option ID = 23383]
4. Soma. [Option ID = 23384]

Correct Answer :-
Dendrite [Option ID = 23381]

Which of the following are environmental systems identified in Bronfenbrenner’s ecological
theory?
i. Microsystem
ii. Mesosystem
iii. Ecosystem
iv. Monosystem
Codes [Question ID = 13366]

1.    ii, iii [Option ID = 23463]
2.    iii, iv [Option ID = 23464]
3.    i, iii [Option ID = 23461]
4.    i,ii [Option ID = 23462]

Correct Answer :-
   i, iii [Option ID = 23461]

Which of the following criteria can be used to define intellectual disabilities?
i. Significantly below average intellectual functioning
ii. Impairments in adaptive functioning generally
iii. Unclear language
iv. These deficits should be manifest before the age of 18-years
Codes [Question ID = 13374]

1.    ii, iii, iv [Option ID = 23496]
2.    i, ii, iii [Option ID = 23495]
3.    i, ii, iv [Option ID = 23494]
4.   i, iii, iv [Option ID = 23493]

Correct Answer :-
  i, iii, iv [Option ID = 23493]

Which of the following are types of intelligences, as described in Howard Gardner’s theory of
multiple intelligences?
i. Bodily-kinesthetic
ii. Artistic
iii. Interpersonal
iv. Logical –Mathematical
Codes [Question ID = 13367]

1. i,ii, iii [Option ID = 23465]
2. i, iii, iv [Option ID = 23468]
3.   ii, iii, iv [Option ID = 23466]
4.    i, ii, iv [Option ID = 23467]

Correct Answer :-
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i,ii, iii [Option ID = 23465]

Which of the following are essential in a research study?
i. Defining the objectives
ii. Review of related literature
iii. Survey of neighbourhood
iv. Planning data analyses
Codes: [Question ID = 13357]

1. i, ii, iv [Option ID = 23426]
2. i, ii, iii [Option ID = 23425]
3. ii, iii,iv [Option ID = 23427]
4. i, iii, iv [Option ID = 23428]

Correct Answer :-
i, ii, iii [Option ID = 23425]

Which of the following statements about the observation method is false? [Question ID =
13314]

1. It can be done in a naturalistic setting [Option ID = 23253]
2.   Selective perception of observer may distort data [Option ID = 23255]
3.   It can only be used with literate participants [Option ID = 23256]
4.    It can be expensive and time consuming [Option ID = 23254]

Correct Answer :-
It can be done in a naturalistic setting [Option ID = 23253]

Which of the following activities best promotes mathematical understanding in preschool
children? [Question ID = 13306]

1. Learning simple addition [Option ID = 23221]
2. Copying numbers [Option ID = 23223]
3. Counting on a daily basis [Option ID = 23222]
4. All of the above [Option ID = 23224]

Correct Answer :-
Learning simple addition [Option ID = 23221]

The rapid increase in weight and height that occurs around the onset of puberty is known as
the: [Question ID = 13321]

1.   Physical development stage [Option ID = 23282]
2. Maturation stage [Option ID = 23281]
3.   Adolescent growth spurt [Option ID = 23283]
4. Menarche [Option ID = 23284]

Correct Answer :-
Maturation stage [Option ID = 23281]

A child uses the word ‘cow’. Then she sees a horse for the first time. She calls the‘horse’ a
‘cow’. According to Piaget this would be an example of:

[Question ID = 13328]

1.    Co-ordination [Option ID = 23312]
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2.    Adaptation [Option ID = 23309]
3.    Assimilation [Option ID = 23310]
4.   Conservation [Option ID = 23311]

Correct Answer :-
   Adaptation [Option ID = 23309]

A therapist who encourages clients to relate their dreams is practicing: [Question ID =
13320]

1.    Person-centered therapy [Option ID = 23279]
2.     Humanistic therapy [Option ID = 23278]
3.   Cognitive therapy [Option ID = 23280]
4.   Psychoanalysis [Option ID = 23277]

Correct Answer :-
  Psychoanalysis [Option ID = 23277]

IQ stands for: [Question ID = 13317]

1. Intelligence Quality [Option ID = 23268]
2.    Intelligence Quota [Option ID = 23266]
3.      Intelligence Quotient [Option ID = 23267]
4.   Intelligence Questioning [Option ID = 23265]

Correct Answer :-
  Intelligence Questioning [Option ID = 23265]

The features of cognitive development attributed to pre-operational stage are:
i. Symbolic play becomes more frequent
ii. Abstract thought
iii. Animistic thinking 
iv. Conservation absent
Codes [Question ID = 13372]

1.     ii, iii, iv [Option ID = 23486]
2.   i,iii, iv [Option ID = 23485]
3.      i, ii, iv [Option ID = 23487]
4.   i, ii, iii [Option ID = 23488]

Correct Answer :-
  i,iii, iv [Option ID = 23485]

In Maslow’s theory of hierarchy of needs the following are referred to:
i. Physical needs
ii. Self actualization
iii. Basic needs
iv. Belongingness needs
Codes: [Question ID = 13360]

1. i, ii, iv [Option ID = 23440]
2. i, iii, iv [Option ID = 23439]
3. ii, iii, iv [Option ID = 23438]
4. i , ii, iii [Option ID = 23437]

Correct Answer :-
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i , ii, iii [Option ID = 23437]

According to the theory of cognitive development, during which age group children are in
the formal operational period? [Question ID = 13300]

1. 11 years onward [Option ID = 23200]
2. 7-11 years [Option ID = 23199]
3. 2-4 years [Option ID = 23197]
4.   6-8 years [Option ID = 23198]

Correct Answer :-
2-4 years [Option ID = 23197]

According to Havighurst’s Developmental Task Theory, which of the following
developmental task does NOT occur during young and middle adulthood? [Question ID = 13350]

1.   Being in employment [Option ID = 23397]
2. Developing a set of values and ethical system as a guide to behavior [Option ID = 23399]
3. Taking on civic responsibilities [Option ID = 23400]
4.   Having relations with others in work or family [Option ID = 23398]

Correct Answer :-
  Being in employment [Option ID = 23397]

The Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan of the Government of India aims to educate all children in the
age range of: [Question ID = 13339]

1.     0-6 years [Option ID = 23356]
2.    0-18 years [Option ID = 23355]
3.      6-14 years [Option ID = 23354]
4.    3-6 years [Option ID = 23353]

Correct Answer :-
   3-6 years [Option ID = 23353]

The social-emotional bond that develops between a child and a caregiver and other
associated processes are:
i. Proximity seeking
ii. Attachment
iii. Temperament
iv. Following
Codes:

[Question ID = 13362]

1. i, ii, iv [Option ID = 23448]
2. i, iii, iv [Option ID = 23447]
3. i ,ii,iii [Option ID = 23445]
4. ii, iii, iv [Option ID = 23446]

Correct Answer :-
i ,ii,iii [Option ID = 23445]

The zone of proximal development (ZPD) is:
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[Question ID = 13333]

1.    The distance between the child’s actual developmental level and his/her potential level of development
[Option ID = 23330]

2.   The child’s intelligence quotient [Option ID = 23329]
3.   The child’s physical capacity in a familiar environment [Option ID = 23332]
4. The child’s capacity to solve problems without help [Option ID = 23331]

Correct Answer :-
  The child’s intelligence quotient [Option ID = 23329]

A type of memory is said to stay in the mind for a few seconds, so individuals can keep up
with the flow of conversations and remember what was just said, is called: [Question ID =
13342]

1.   Iconic [Option ID = 23365]
2.   Echoic [Option ID = 23367]
3.    Short-term [Option ID = 23366]
4. Long-term [Option ID = 23368]

Correct Answer :-
  Iconic [Option ID = 23365]

Who is responsible for ethological studies on imprinting in geese? [Question ID = 13351]

1. Konrad Lorenz [Option ID = 23404]
2.   James Watt [Option ID = 23401]
3. Rene Descartes [Option ID = 23403]
4. Rene Spitz [Option ID = 23402]

Correct Answer :-
  James Watt [Option ID = 23401]


